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Hamilton® by MiracleCorp Introduces New 2018 Reflective Pet Series Fashion Collars

(Dayton, OH) – MiracleCorp is proud to introduce a new addition to their Hamilton fashion collars, the Reflective Pet Series. Hamilton® by MiracleCorp has been producing the highest quality premium collars, leashes and other small and large animal products for over 40 years. The collection is made using highly reflective print on our premium quality nylon which is resistant to wear and tear.

While we have many prints that are part of our fashion overlay line, we had a need to make new collars with the reflective feature,” said Jeff Warmouth Director of Sales Management and Outbound Marketing. “The reflective collars now give pets an added safety feature for their adventures.”

The collars come in two designs and a variety of colors and sizes. The original bone print comes in black and hot pink and the classic diagonal stripe comes in red and navy. Available in two fully adjustable collars (small 12- 18” and large 18-26”) as well as six-foot leashes in two widths: 5/8” and 1”. The Hamilton Reflective Pet Series ensures that dogs are kept safe during lowlight conditions without sacrificing style.

For more information on the new 2018 Hamilton Reflective Fashion or additional Hamilton products please visit www.hamiltonproducts.com.

###

About MiracleCorp:
MiracleCorp is the proud provider of thousands of innovative, premium products for animals, including health and beauty aids, grooming tools, collars and leashes, halters and leads, safety and agility flooring, food and functional treats and other original products. The Stewart® brand product line includes Pro-Treat® and Fiber Formula®, Flavor Enhancer®, Raw Naturals® and Raw Science®. Other MiracleCorp brands include Hamilton® and Miracle Care™, including Kwik Stop®, R-7®, Miracle Coat® and QuickFinder®. For more information on MiracleCorp and its wholly owned subsidiaries, visit www.miraclecorp.com or www.hamiltonproducts.com.